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H
istorical trade routes across Asia

brought together diverse peoples and

created markets that were highly cos-

mopolitan areas of intercultural con-

tact. While individual traders from

many different cultures met in these marketplaces, the

existence of trading middlemen typically meant that

many long-distance trade networks were actually the

result of multiple shorter-distance exchanges. Thus com-

mercial goods from one region often traveled farther than

the individuals from that region, and the cultural contact

between these regions came in the form of exchanged

commodities rather than person-to-person interaction.

Northern India’s 
Ladakh Region 
by jacqueline h. fewkes
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Examining the everyday household objects traded between

sometimes distant communities helps us to gain a new per-

spective on cultural contact and interaction. This case study of

the north Indian region of Ladakh illustrates how trade goods

can represent more than just another culture’s reach and influ-

ence. They also provide insight into the different cultural per-

spectives of those involved in the trade and the complex

meanings they gave to these commodities.

WHERE CONTINENTS COLLIDE

Ladakh is a region most often defined in relation to its sur-

roundings. Perched on India’s northern borders with Pakistan

and China, it is situated at the western edge of the Tibetan

Plateau, between the Himalayas to the south and the

Karakoram mountain range to the north. For some scholars,

this defines Ladakh as part of the southern boundary of

Central Asia—traditionally divided into Western Central Asia

(including today’s Afghanistan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan,

Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan) and Eastern Central Asia

(today’s Xinjiang Province of China). For others Ladakh is the

northern boundary of South Asia and the Indian subconti-

nent, home to Pakistan, India, and Bangladesh. While these

Different geological sediments mingle at the meeting of
the Indus and Zanskar Rivers near Nimu, Ladakh. 
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high mountains may seem impassible for today’s casual travel-

ers, in the past they did not prevent trade or the spread of

culture between regions. Rather, Ladakh was a cultural cross-

roads in Asia, a conduit for trade and interaction for thou-

sands of years.

THE SILK ROAD AND TRADE

Overland trade caravan routes were a vital feature of Central

Asia, linking East with West, and also connecting regions to

the south. Trade in this area was part of what is commonly

called the “Silk Road” or “Silk Route.” Karl Haellquist has writ-

ten in detail about how the Silk

Road linked Asia and Europe

through an exchange of com-

modities such as perfumes, drugs,

spices, precious stones, metals,

cotton, dye-stuffs, coffee, tea, and

art objects. This trade first appears

in the archaeological record in the

2nd century BCE, and as the

demand in the West grew for

Chinese silk during the 1st–2nd

centuries CE, local populations in

Central Asia increasingly became

middlemen between empires that

stretched from the Roman World

to China’s Han Dynasty.

The most vital element to Ladakh’s participation in these

South and Central Asian trade routes was its geographic loca-

tion. Although mountains surround Ladakh, passes through

these mountains served as conduits for trade. As a result, the

towns of Ladakh became marketplaces where traders from

South and Central Asia mingled.

19TH- AND 20TH-CENTURY TRADE

In the early 20th century, three main trade routes passed

through Ladakh: the Tibetan route east to the city of Lhasa, the

South Asian route south through Kashmir, and the trans-

Karakoram route north and east into Chinese Central Asia.

Most of these routes were only open for brief periods in the

summer, when the snows had melted in the mountains and

travelers could traverse the high passes between valleys.

Because of the rough terrain, pack-carrying livestock—usu-

ally yaks, donkeys, ponies, dzo (crossbred offspring of yaks and

cows), and sometimes camels—were the primary mode of

transportation.

At the intersection of these trade routes, Ladakh’s main

towns of Leh and Kargil housed busy bazaars (market areas),

the sites of intense commercial activity where commodities

were transported, traded, and taxed. Bazaars were also the

zone of cultural interaction. Traders from various parts of

Central and South Asia stayed together in caravanserais, the

tax and trading posts that also served as inns or hostels for

traders during their journey. Thus the traders in Leh bazaar
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Ladakhi roads, now paved for vehicles, often follow the same difficult
routes traders once traveled from region to region. 

Although the roads have improved and the
regional economy has changed during the past
century, Ladakhis still sometimes use traditional
means of conveyance, such as these dzo (cross-
bred from yaks and cows). 
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interacted in many activities not directly related to trade, such

as sharing meals, telling stories, and praying—interactions

that often exposed them to new languages, foods, ideas, and

beliefs.

During the late 19th and early 20th century, accounts by vis-

iting Europeans typically described their astonishment at the

diversity of the Leh bazaar. For example, in his 1905 travel mem-

oir, adventurer E. F. Knight wrote upon entering the bazaar,

…there is such a motley collection of types and vari-

ous costumes, and such a babble of different lan-

guages, as it would not be easy to find elsewhere….

Leh in September is, indeed, one of the busiest and

most crowded of cities, and the storekeepers and

farmers who have to supply this multitude must

make a very good profit for this time. Leh is therefore

a very cosmopolitan city, even in the dead season; for

there are resident merchants and others of various

races and creeds. Small as is the permanent popula-

tion, at least four languages are in common use

here—Hindostani, Tibetan, Turki, and Kashmiri—

while several others are spoken.

This scene would have been common in most of the cities

along the Central Asian trade routes at this time.

Participation in trade helped to shape all aspects of Ladakhi

culture. We see this demonstrated most clearly in Ladakh’s

diverse population. Buddhist and Muslim communities 

form the majority, challenging modern visitors’ notions 

of a homogenous Indian Hindu culture. In the past, as 

The city of Leh is the capital of Ladakh today. 
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Oral histories are an important source for understanding Ladakhi participation in trade between South and Central Asia. In a small town near Kargil,
curious children listen to an elder explain his role. 

traders, Ladakhis were in contact with people from many 

different regions, and as a result, they often spoke a variety of

languages, earned wages in a variety of international curren-

cies, and were active consumers of cosmopolitan trade goods

for centuries.

TRADE, COMMODITIES, AND CULTURE

The commodities brought by traders to Ladakh during the

early 20th century indicate cultural influences from afar. The

most high-profile artifacts of this trade are the fine carpets and

exquisitely wrought household objects of silver and gold

brought to Ladakh by Central Asian traders. Many of these

goods are still on display in the homes of the descendants of

Ladakhi traders and are highly sought after by those interested

in antiques. These items, however, are only a few examples of

the many luxury goods traded in Ladakh, and they represent

only a small fraction of the goods traded.

A review of trade goods from the early 20th century shows

a significant portion of everyday items manufactured in

Europe, Japan, and the United States. Most of this foreign

merchandise came through Ladakh on its way to Central 

Asia from British colonial South Asia; only a few came the

other way, through Central Asia to Ladakh. In particular, com-

mon household goods, such as kitchen utensils, textiles,

jewelry, medicines, and toiletry items, were brought from

South Asia to Ladakh for trade to Chinese Central Asia

because their high resale value made the long trip profitable

for trade middlemen.

These seemingly pedestrian items can provide key infor-

mation about the spread of ideas and innovations. They also

can provide insight into how the meaning of objects can
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Below, despite its claim of “Conforming to
the Standards of the British Pharmacopoeia,”
this tin of Dextrosol glucose powder was
made in New York City and marketed in early
20th century Ladakh. 

Below, this bronze plate from Yarkand in Chinese Central Asia was
brought to Ladakh in the early 20th century. 

Left, this antique bronze and silver tureen was brought
from Central Asia to Ladakh in the early 20th century.
Its owners, descendents of Ladakhi traders, use it to
serve food on special occasions.

Below, Russian stamps on the bottom of this porcelain
bowl show a hammer, sickle, and red star logo. Made
in St. Verbilki, near Moscow, it most likely dates to ca.
1917–21. Before being brought to Ladakh, it was traded
through Yarkand in Chinese Central Asia.
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change in different contexts, and how, in turn, those mean-

ings can change the wider world. The trade in British and

Japanese cotton textiles provides a good example.

In the mid-19th century, the British textile industry,

using modern technology, symbolized Britain’s national

strength and provided the revenue to fund further British

advances in industrial technology. By the end of the cen-

tury, Britain had the largest textile export industry in the

world, and India was the largest importer. In contrast, mid-

19th century Japan had neither a very large domestic cotton

manufacturing system nor a large export market. Yet, in the

early 20th century, when the Japanese began to export cot-

ton goods to Asia, Japanese goods gained popularity in

India in spite of protective tariffs which favored equivalent

British goods.

This shift in Indian consumption from British to

Japanese cotton goods was the result of a social movement

in local Indian markets that formed part of the Indian

struggle for independence. One of the keystones of

Gandhi’s fight for independence was a boycott of British

textiles in favor of khadi, an Indian fabric of handspun

thread. For related reasons, Japanese-manufactured cloth

appealed to Indian consumers. In Ladakh, account books

from this time record a growth in sales of cotton piece

goods manufactured in Japan. This should not be surpris-

ing since Japanese goods were often marketed with Indian

nationalist concerns in mind, using Hindi names to appeal

to public sentiment.

This acceptance of Japanese cotton cloth goods in reac-

tion to the wider political struggle against colonialism had

important repercussions in both England and Japan. By the

1930s a significant portion of Japan’s export trade involved

textiles and textile-producing machinery. This helped to

launch Japan as a major global exporter of consumer goods

at the same time that British textile exports declined. By

challenging British notions of technological and industrial

superiority and opting instead for Japanese alternatives,

traders, such as those in Ladakh, helped India’s resistance to

colonialism and helped to make Japan into a world-wide

export power. Thus, traders in Ladakh were not only mer-

chants of commodities; they were also the purveyors of

goods that had meanings which interacted with local social

movements to influence global events.
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the meanings of
material culture

T
he complex meanings associated with mate-
rial culture offer many challenges for the
study and interpretation of artifacts associ-

ated with Ladakh’s history of trading. Many of these
artifacts highlight the difficulty of categorizing a par-
ticular region within a single “culture area.” For
example, if we displayed the artifact below in a
museum, where would it be placed? Should it be part
of a display on the British Empire, emphasizing the
role it played in the political administration of this
part of South Asia under the Raj? Or should it be
part of a display on Ladakh’s long history of trading,
focusing our attention on the region’s role in facili-
tating cultural contact between South and Central
Asia? The choice depends on the particular narrative
the researcher or museum curator wishes to display,
but a full understanding of the significance of the
artifact involves seeing it within its broader histori-
cal, social, economic, and political framework.

This 2-seer weight (ca. 1.87 kg), labeled in both English and Hindi,
was used in early 20th-century South Asia to standardize measure-
ments of goods such as wool and grain. It also bears the mark of
either its user or maker, “AR & CO,” in “AGRA,” located in North India. 
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A LEGACY OF TRADE

Historical trade commodities are not simply representations

of past cultural contact. They also had meaning to those who

produced them and those who sought to obtain them, and 

the nature of this meaning can be debated long after their

trade ceased. For example, large bronze plates made in

Chinese Central Asia during the early 20th century are still

treasured by Ladakhi families today. In addition to their asso-

ciation with a high socio-economic status, many of my

informants explained that their Central Asian ancestors

brought these platters to Ladakh to reinforce their ethnic iden-

tity as Yarkendis, Turkic peoples of Chinese Central Asia. In

contrast, many Ladakhi Muslims feel that such plates, which

are used during special events to eat shared meals, represent a

sense of belonging to a larger Islamic community where an

ideology of equality persists. Thus, such artifacts simultane-

ously display historic contact between groups, represent past

notions of ethnic identity, and reinforce present-day notions

of social cohesion.

Each of the trade goods shown here have their own stories

and they provide different perspectives on cultural connec-

tions and change. They help us understand how culture con-

tact occurs through both the movement of peoples and com-

modities, and they help us consider the relationships between

those who made the goods, those who traded them, and those

who obtained them—diverse peoples who may never have

actually met. These artifacts of trade and their use show us that

goods can become symbols of relationships between commu-

nities. Buyers of commodities in the past were not simply con-

suming the foreign meanings associated with these foreign

products. British cloth did not have the same meaning in

Ladakh that it had when it was produced in a mill in England.

Rather, the participants in trade networks create their own

local meanings for the goods they trade, meanings that can, in

turn, change over time.

To understand these meanings and the social role that these

objects played (and play) within communities, anthropolo-

gists must examine the ways in which commodities interact

with systems of traditional meaning. These foreign goods were

not just inanimate interlopers; they were the means by which

traditional social relations were articulated, defined, and chal-

lenged over time, as they are today.
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